ALERT UP-DATE: Coronavirus (COVID-2019) and Ocular Tissue Donation.

March 25th 2020

COVID-19 is an illness characterised by respiratory symptoms, including coughing, breathlessness, and fever. It is caused by infection of the newly identified Coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2. Its full pathogenesis remains unknown but individuals with certain underlying chronic conditions, the elderly, and immunocompromised individuals are at greater risk.

There is no evidence at present that coronaviruses can be transmitted by tissue or cell transplantation and therefore measures in this response are precautionary.

Response plans vary across the world, and will continue to change, depending on the country and the spread of the disease. Therefore, GAEBAdvises all Eye Banks and their Medical Directors contact their jurisdictional permanent health authority and/or Eye Bank Association, to ascertain up-to-date local/regional exclusion and deferral criteria.

About COVID-2019 and ocular tissue donation

1. The risk to the eye donor pool is considered low.
2. COVID-19 is an illness characterised by respiratory symptoms, including coughing, breathlessness, and fever. Respiratory infection may become severe and can result in fatalities.
3. The virus appears to be spread via respiratory droplets. It could also be spread when people touch an object which hosts the virus, and then touch their mouths, noses or eyes.
4. There is no evidence at present that coronaviruses can be transmitted by blood transfusion or tissue or cell transplantation and therefore these measures are precautionary.

Of note: The virus is also present in tears and mucus membranes, so is a potential threat to those undertaking recovery of donated ocular tissue. Recommendations from the Royal College of Pathologists (UK) for care of deceased during COVID-19 pandemic include usual wearing of gowns, gloves, face masks and now include eye protection.

Many countries and regions are limiting or deferring elective surgeries during the pandemic period. This will decrease demand for transplant eligible donations, for many eye banks. Therefore, eye banks should consider current and future demand for tissue when planning for recoveries. Those who reduce services need to consider access to emergency tissue during this period.

Guidelines for Selection/Exclusion of Ocular Tissue Donors

Definitions

Confirmed Infection: If a diagnostic test has been performed and is positive, this constitutes a confirmed infection.

Suspected Infection: As per compatible symptoms of fever and flu-like symptoms such as coughing, sore throat and fatigue, and shortness of breath, and who has not been tested or is awaiting a test result.
Recovery from Coronavirus symptoms: In line with public health advice, donors can be considered to have recovered if they were free of fever and respiratory symptoms at the time of death. Some individuals may have had a persistent cough for some weeks after resolution of their infection.

Recommended Guidelines

1. Person with confirmed or suspected Coronavirus infection (including healthcare workers)
   Must not donate if:
   (a) Less than 14 days since resolution of symptoms due to confirmed coronavirus infection
   (b) Awaiting test results for suspected coronavirus infection
   Discretionary acceptance:
   (a) Confirmed infection. If more than 14 days have passed since resolution of symptoms.
   (b) Respiratory failure not related to viral infection, or where COVID-19 was ruled out following testing.

2. Contact with a confirmed or suspected case of Coronavirus infection
   Must not donate if:
   Less than 14 days from the first day of contact with an individual with a confirmed or suspected infection.
   Discretionary acceptance:
   (a) If more than 14 days since the first day of contact with an individual with a confirmed or suspected infection, and the donor remained well with no symptoms of Coronavirus infection.
   (b) If less than 14 days and the donor remained well, with no symptoms of Coronavirus infection – subject to individual risk assessment.
   (c) Donors without respiratory symptoms who are not suspected to have, and have not been tested for COVID-19 infection, and who were in intensive care units with patients who had been tested for COVID-19 infection and subsequently moved to isolation facilities following confirmation of infection - subject to individual risk assessment.

Resources:


**Regional Eye Bank Association Resource Pages:**

- Association of Eye Banks of Asia: [http://www.eyebankingasia.org/](http://www.eyebankingasia.org/)
- European Eye Bank Association: [https://www.eeba.eu/](https://www.eeba.eu/)
- Eye Bank Association of America: [https://restoresight.org/covid-19-updates/](https://restoresight.org/covid-19-updates/)

*For further information, please contact Heather Machin, at the Global Alliance via:* heather.machin@unimelb.edu.au